LIST OF AWARDEES OF GALLANTRY MEDALS ON THE OCCASION OF REPUBLIC DAY-2017

POLICE MEDAL FOR GALLANTRY

ANDHRA PRADESH

S/SHRI

01. S. SREEDHAR RAJA
   ASSISTANT COMMANDANT

02. U. LAKSHMANA
   SENIOR COMMANDO

03. M. SURYA TEJA
   JUNIOR COMMANDO

04. J. RAMBABU
   JUNIOR COMMANDO

05. B. NAGA KARTHIK
   SUB INSPECTOR

06. K. ANANDA REDDY
   DY. SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

07. M. NAVEEN KUMAR
   JUNIOR COMMANDO

08. K. UDAYA KUMAR
   JUNIOR COMMANDO

09. G. MAHESWARA RAO
   JUNIOR COMMANDO

10. KONDRATHI SREENIVASA RAO
    ARPC

11. THOTAPALLI SURYA PRAKASH
    CONSTABLE

12. P.S.G. PAVAN KUMAR
    CONSTABLE
ASSAM

13. LATE RATUL NUNISA (POSTHUMOUSLY)
    CONSTABLE

14. SUNIL KUMAR, IPS
    SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

15. BIRDHAN DOLEY
    SUB INSPECTOR

16. PINKU DAS
    CONSTABLE

CHHATTISGARH

17. OMPRAKASH SEN
    PLATOON COMMANDER

18. LATE SITARAM KUNJAM (POSTHUMOUSLY)
    CONSTABLE

19. LATE PAYKU POYAMI (POSTHUMOUSLY)
    CONSTABLE

20. LATE MOTIRAM TELAM (POSTHUMOUSLY)
    ASSISTANT CONSTABLE

21. LATE PANKAJ SURYAWANSHI (POSTHUMOUSLY)
    CONSTABLE

22. RAMESH KUMAR NAG
    CONSTABLE

23. CHANAKYA NAG
    INSPECTOR
DELHI

24. SHIV KUMAR
   INSPECTOR

25. CHANDER VIR SINGH
   ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR

26. RAVI DUTT
   CONSTABLE

JAMMU & KASHMIR

27. NAZIR AHMAD KUCHAY
   SUB INSPECTOR

28. JAVAID IQBAL
   SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

29. MANZOOR AHMAD
   SUB INSPECTOR

30. TANWEER AHMED JEELANI
    (1ST BAR TO PMG)
    DY. SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

31. RAM LAL
    HEAD CONSTABLE

32. MANZOOR AHMAD MALIK
    SGCT

33. SAJAD HUSSAIN
    ADDL. SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

34. MUMTAZ ALI
    (1ST BAR TO PMG)
    DY. SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

35. IMTIAZ AHMED
    DY. SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE
36. TARIQ AHMED WANI
   DY. SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

37. PRANAV MAHajan
   DY. SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

38. FEROZ AHMAD Itoo
   INSPECTOR

39. ZAHEER ABBAS
   DY. SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

40. SELENDER SINGH
    HEAD CONSTABLE

41. MANOJ KUMAR
    SGCT

42. DILRAJ SINGH
    INSPECTOR
    (1ST BAR TO PMG)

43. MANZOOR AHMAD
    HEAD CONSTABLE

44. KHURSHEd AHMAD KHAN
    CONSTABLE

45. SHAKEEL AHMAD MIR
    SGCT

46. FAROOQ AHMAD BHAT
    CONSTABLE

47. NAZIR AHMAD KUCHAY
    SUB INSPECTOR
    (1ST BAR TO PMG)

48. IRSHAD HUSSAIN RATHER
    DY. SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE
    (1ST BAR TO PMG)

49. IRSHAD AHMAD RESHI
    INSPECTOR

50. STANZIN OSTAL
    SUB INSPECTOR
51. FAYAZ AHMAD  
   HEAD CONSTABLE

52. SYED SAJAD HUSSAIN  
   DY. SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

53. SHAMUS-UD-DIN LONE  
   SGCT

54. IFTKHAR AHMED  
   DY. SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

55. SURESH SINGH  
   SGCT

56. GURJEET SINGH  
   SGCT

57. RIYAZ AHMAD GANAIE  
   SUB INSPECTOR

58. GH. AHMAD MALIK  
   HEAD CONSTABLE (1ST BAR TO PMG)

**JHARKHAND**

59. BACHAN DEO KUJUR  
   DY. SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

60. LATE DUKHHIYA MURMU  
    CONSTABLE (POSTHUMOUSLY)

61. SUBODH LAKRA  
    SUB INSPECTOR

62. RAJA RAM SINGH  
    HAVALDAR

63. SHEM TOPPNO  
    CONSTABLE

64. LATE RUMAL SEWAIYA  
    CONSTABLE (POSTHUMOUSLY)
65. HARSHPAL SINGH (2ND BAR TO PMG) ADDL. SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

66. RAMASANKAR RAM CONSTABLE

67. SHAH FAISAL CONSTABLE

MANIPUR

68. P. SANJOY SINGH (7TH BAR TO PMG) INSPECTOR

69. L. BIKRAMJIT SINGH (1ST BAR TO PMG) JEMADAR

70. M. ROBINDRO SINGH SUB INSPECTOR

71. A. SHANTI SINGH HAVILDAR

UTTAR PRADESH

72. PREM VEER RANA INSPECTOR

73. SANJAY KUMAR PANDEY SUB INSPECTOR

74. MANISH BIST SUB INSPECTOR

75. ZARRAR HUSAIN HEAD CONSTABLE

76. PARVESHWAR KUMAR HEAD CONSTABLE

77. PRABHAT KUMAR CONSTABLE
MANISH KUMAR MISHRA
DY. SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

BORDER SECURITY FORCE

ABHIJEET KUMAR SINGH
CONSTABLE

LATE RAMESH CHAND (POSTHUMOUSLY)
HEAD CONSTABLE

MAHAVIR SINGH
HEAD CONSTABLE

SAJJAN SINGH
HEAD CONSTABLE

RAJENDRA KUMAR
ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR

CENTRAL RESERVE POLICE FORCE

BHALE RAM
INSPECTOR

NIRAJ KUMAR SINGH
INSPECTOR

BANSHI LAL REGAR
ASSISTANT COMMANDANT

BILAL AHMAD GANAIE
CONSTABLE

AMIT CHATTARAJ
CONSTABLE

SUNNY KUMAR
CONSTABLE
90. ANIL KUMAR SINGH
   DY. COMMANDANT

91. MANOJ KUMAR BISOYI
   HEAD CONSTABLE

92. SUKESH MAHTO
   CONSTABLE

93. PRAMOD KUMAR
   CONSTABLE

94. RAJESH SHUKLA
   CONSTABLE

95. RANDHIR SINGH
   CONSTABLE

96. VINAY KUMAR
   ASSISTANT COMMANDANT

97. LATE ASHOK KUMAR JAT
    (POSTHUMOUSLY)
   CONSTABLE

98. SUDHIR KUMAR
   CONSTABLE

99. RANJEET KUMAR TIWARI
    CONSTABLE

   SASHASTRA SEEMA BAL

100. LATE SANJEET KUMAR
     (POSTHUMOUSLY)
    CONSTABLE
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